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Summary

Incase ofcategorical data analysis of survey data, themodification totheordinary
chi-square or likelihood-ratio test statistic is necessary to draw the above required
inferences correctly. These modifications canbe improved by estimating thevarious
parameters of interest like, vector of cell proportions and its variance-covariance
matrix by taking careof the survey design under which the datahas beencollected.
In thisstudy different variance estimation techniques were compared for a proposed
combined ratio estimatorof cell proportions and it was found that Taylor linearized
variance estimator is most suitable after considering the magnitude and bias of
variance estimator.
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Introduction

The analysis of categorical data is very common in large scale surveys.
For example investigator may wish to find out the homogeneity of proportion
of farmers growing different varieties of various crops with previous surveys
in India and abroad. Researcher may like to study the association of the various
factors with the help of the test of independence of attributes to get an idea
about the structure of the population which will help him considerably in
planning of future surveys. Finally, one may be interested to find out that the
target population of the farmers of different categories has been covered or
not under a developmental project with the help of goodness-of-fit test.

In case of categorical data analysis of survey data, the modification to the
ordinary chi-square or likelihood-ratio test statistic is necessary to draw the
above required inferences correctly. Further, these modifications can be
improved by estimating the various parameters of interest like, vector of cell
proportions and its variance-covariance matrix by taking care of the survey
design under which the data has been collected.

There has been mainly three methods of sampling in case of categorical
data analysis. In the first case total sample size is fixed and units are selected
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directly from the population. In second case, one of the marginal frequencies
of the contingency table is fixed and selection of the units is made within the
categories as in the case of stratified or cluster sampling. The ,selected units
in both the cases are placed in different cells of contingency table according
to their inherent set of characteristics, whereas in third case of controlled
comparative trials the units are placed in to different cells according to their
levels of different set of treatment applied to selected units. The first two
methods are common in large scale surveys whereas third method is mainly
applied to animal experiments.

In this study different variance estimation techniques were compared for
a proposed combined ratio estimator of cell proportions by closely following
the approaches of Krewski and Rao [1], Rao and Wu [4].

2. Combined RatioEstimator ofCellProportions:

Most common sampling design in survey sampling is stratified multi-stagej
sampling because of its advantages over tlie otlier sampling techniques. Let ust
assume that population is divided in to L strata, is the total number of
primary sampling units (PSU's) in the h-th stratum, is the total number
of secondary samphng units (SSU's) in the t-th PSU of the h-th stratum and

let ^ denote total number of SSIJ's in the h-th stratum out of
t = 1 •

total M, SSU's in the population. Let n^ PSU's are selected with inclusion
probability from h-th stratum. Let m^^ denote the total number of SSU's
selected from t-th PSU and h-th stratiun.

Define,

= 1, if k-th SSU from t-th PSU of h-th stratum falls in

i-th category

= 0, otherwise

x^ij^ = 1, if k-th SSU fromt-th PSU falls in h-th stratum

= 0, otherwise

Let

= h = 1.2...L:t= l,2,...n,
k - I hUc
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So, combined ratio estimator of i-tli cell is given by

P. =^ § (say) •••(1)
JC

3. Comparison of Variance Estimation Techniques

Many large scale surveys now involve large number ofstrata with relatively
few PSU's selected with in each stratum. The various variance-covariance
estimators of the aboveuon-linear statistics likeTaylorlinearization, jackknifing,
Balanced repeated Replication etc. were compared for categorical data analysis
under the regularity conditions discussed in Krewski and Rao [1].

3.1 Taylor Linearized andJgckknifed Variance Estimators :

A . "h
Let e'" = where 0" = Y, Q'" where z|" is the unbiased estimator

E(Zj) = Zfrom the sample after omitting t-th PSU from h-th stratum. Similarly,
i?" is an unbiased estimator of U = E(u) after omitted t-th PSU from h-th
stratum t = 1.2,.. .,N^; h = 1,2,...,L; i = 1,2,... ,1. We can also
express

ir-.u+w^ciij-ivvov-i)

Now under tlie asymptotic frame work by linearization of 0 we can see
that Taylor line^ized variance can be written as
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Where, e,, =(z„„ - z^) -5 - z^)

= S

^Now consider the most commonly used jackknife variance estimator
V.(0) which can be written as

I "

- ".-1 - ,A., ,,
v,(6) = E I

h - I h t - 1

with the help of the equation (2) and linearization we can find tliat

- W"

V, (8) = (6) +=; £ +0,(n-") ... (4)

n • • • .
h

where ' (n^-l) s^ = X

Further,

o W"

where,
n

h

K-i) s? = E
1 = ,1

3.2 B.R.R. Variance Estimator

Mccartliy [2] [3] proposed the BRR method when n,^ = 2 for all h based
on a number of half sample fomied by deleting one PSU from the sample in
each stratum. The set of R-balanced half sample used may be defined by an

R xL design matrix (5[['), 1<r<R and 1<h<L, where is + 1 or - 1
depending upon tlie r-th half-sample and ^ 5]^ = 9 for all h h'

Define

zf'' = z if 5' = 1
ih ihl h
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Similarly,

ul" = if S'h = 1 .

= "h2 if 5' = - 1

where Az^ = a/2)(z^,-z„^)

we can write

? =I W.<' =^, +S w.
h - I

Similarly we can find out

u'" = n+X w, 8',Au,

The BRR estimator of 0 is given as

where
A(r) _ h-
" ~ -(')

if)

The BRR variance estimator is given by

v.<§) =i S
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... (5)

... (6)

... (7)

By expanding 6'" aiid with the help of equation (5) we can write BRR
variance estimator as

...(8)

where

V(§) = vje) +A+B+G+0/n-")

r - 1

2z.

2z.(An"y+^ (An<")HAz[")

(An">)(Azf'y-^ (Au<")(Az|'>)-
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Now it can be proved that

E(A) = 0(n-')

(i/R)X (An"y
r . I

(1/R)X (Au''y(Azf")
r = I

R

(i/R)X (An"y(Azfy
r = 1

R

(1/R)X (An'")(Az!'y

= 3

L w
y — s-Zrf 2 I""

h - 1

= D +0 or')uuuu p ^ ^

= D +0 or')
UIIU2 p ^ ^

= D +0 or')
uuz z p ^

D +0 or')
uzzz p ^

... (9)

... (10)

3.3 Bias ofVariance Esiimaiors

The bias of BRR variance estimators was found for n^ = 2. Fromequation
(8) we have

i(A?")'(AG'")+| i (A?y(AG<'y+0^(n-^-^)
r - 1 r - I

(11)
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where = E (U,,-U/

SL = E(e,-i,)^
- E(u,-U,.) (e,-E,)

S? = E(U„ -U,) (e,-E/

E,.-E(ej = 0

It can be proved that

(AH"y-(Au"f
^ r- 1

From equation (3) we get

>0

= b-2c+0p(n-').

fi[v,(8)] = -2a +b+0(n-')
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.(12)

.(13)
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Similarly we get

B [Vg] = -2a + 4b + 6c+ 0(ir') ...(14)

So from equation (13) and (14) we get

B [v„] > B [V, ]

Now an attempt will be made to find the bias of jackknife variance
estimator. From (4) and (13) we have

B[v.(0)] =B[vje)] +2X ^ S;.+0(n-^)
h- 1 "h ^

n - 2
Since, E (s^^) = —— S^-- for n^ > 2

(ill 1 itli

so B [V. (§)] = B (§)] +2a - 2a' +0 (n"')

= b-2a' + 0(n"')

W" 1
where a' = Y S";

, , n: n -1
h - I h h

Further, it was shown that Balanced Repeated Replication estimator is
considerably more biased than jackknifing estimator.

4. Condusio}is

On the basis of this asymptotic method of comi)arison one can draw the
following conclusions ;

(1) , For the common two PSU's per stratum design (6) and Vj (0) are
asymptotically equal to liigher order temis. This result suggests that
choice between (0)and Vj (0) should depend more on statistical
consideration such as computational ease and cost of data collection etc.

(2) ERR variance estimator Vg (6) are greater tlian botli linearized variance
estimator (0) aswell as jackknifed variance estimator Vj (0).

(3) Bias of the BRR variance estimator B (Vg) and bias of jackknifed variance
estimator B (vp are greater than bias of linearized variance estimator
B(vJ.

(4) Although, theoritically Taylor linearized variance estimator is
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considerably better than other two variance estimation techniques in
terms of its magnitude and bias of variance estimators but in practical
situations it may beinconsistent, because ofits localized properties. So,
for a practical situations jackknifed and BRR variance estimation
techniques are more suitable. If in a given situation BRR variance
estimation technique isapplicable, itmay work efficiently because ofits
consistent nature ascompared toothertwovariance estimation techniques
described above.
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